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 INU Peshawar                                                                                                                                          Date 20th April 2020 

Department    (AHS) DT,RAD & DPT 

Subject   English-II 

Marks  30 

Semester -II 

Mid Term Assignment                                                                                          Spring 2020 

Instructor    Hajra Iqbal                              

Fill below blocks. 

Student Full  Name   Mansoor Khan 

Student Father Name    Raza Muhammad    

  University ID Card Number   15866 

Instructions: Your time starts once you log in. You have only 48 hours to complete and submit your 

paper on the portal. After 48 hours your time would be automatically expired. Download this paper and 

save it with your full name and subject. Attempt all the answers on the same page and keep in your mind 

to click the SAVE after every 10 minutes. When you are done with paper, go through it and submit your 

final copy with your name and id on SIC portal. 

Note: i. Attempt all three questions. All questions carry equal marks. Be careful about spellings, 

sentence structure and punctuation marks. 

1. Make a report on Sports Week Closing Ceremony at your University. (300-350 words) 

Annual sports week closing ceremony 2019 

An amazing Annul Sports week at IQRA close at a big ceremonies which arrange at all sectin 

of university. That time was full of energy and all around sport man, It was an occasion which 

support the physical well-being our students health, beside their emotional and spiritual 

thinking. 

All praise and thanks are only for allah, the one who, by his blessing and favor, good 

works are accomplished. 

By the grace of allah (S.W.T), by the support of our piner we organized well and make it full of 

excitement sports week arrange at the closing day of university. A spot ceremony was arrange 

in Hayat Abad Sport Complex Peshwar KPK, some of the game are Cricket, Voli Ball, Foot 

ball, Kabadi, Rope stecting, Squash, Table tanis, Badmanitel and Running and Jumping are 

some of the games which was arranged A number of amazing performances was performed by 

different student of university at this occasion as well as the primary students are involved in it. 

A race game was conducted by our respected sir Asif which is special for disable student only 

which is the chief organizer of our university ceremony. Finally, the time reached for our kind 

winners to receive reward in the form of trophies and certificates with agreat claping. This 

sports gala took two weeks.Students really enjoyed these games. Both boys and girls  

participated  in these games. All the games were arranged very well. The competition between 

two departments were excited  and serious. The cricket semi final was played between Dental 

Dept and MLT. MLT dept Performed very well and reached to the final. Then the final was 

played between Radiolgy and MLT dept. MLT again perfomed and won the final. The chief 

guest of the games were PM Mahmood Khan who encouraged the students and also distribute 

tropies among the winner teams. 
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2. Write a letter to the Health Department regarding the present outbreak of COVID-19, 

briefing about the present condition of your area, the response of the people and the 

preventive facilities at hand. ( 300 words) 

 

X Y Z 

22 April, 2020 

 

The Health Minister, 

Islamabad. 

 

Subject:  

Respected Sir/Madam, 

 

                                      With due respect, I would like to draw your attention about the  

spreading of COVID19, and the facilities in the govt hospitas of our area. 

Every body has been given the adequate information about this diseases , but most of the 

people in our area are illiterate and they do not take this problem seriousely, and due to 

their negligence the disease is spreading at a hare speed, you must take steps to prevent this 

and also educate then about the seriousness and the danger of the matter. 

 

The number of corona patients are increasing day by day, the government should take 

strick action about this pandemic to control it from spreading people here do not take care 

and gathered everywhere the government should also aware the people about corona 

danger. Now I am going to put light in the prevention facilities. As it is some now in people 

don’t know much about it, so the facilities which help people keep themselves away from 

this virus should be provided by the government , but we see people move freely from one 

place to another through public transport, which is extremely dangerous. This should 

reconsiderd. Furthermore, keeping is mind the denistating nature of the virus something 

funnels must be built at busy patients,which is unfortunately missing. Government should 

make sure free or at least cheap delivery of safety mask and globs.but in there regard over 

area has been deprived , keeping is mind the alone stated facts, or area need special 

attention , otherwise the out breaks of the pandemic COVID-19 will reach such a state, 

from where it will impossible to stop it.  

 

 

Hope you will consider the current situation of COVID-19 and its impact an human and 

also the current situation of our locality  

 

Thanks 
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3. Describe a picture in your own words and suggest a title. (300 words) 

 

 

 

 

 

TITLE :The Talking Picture 

 

By looking at the picture  we can see two people, communicating with each other.one is sitting on a  

 

Chair and the other is standing in front. It must be an office. We can see a large, white, wooden or  

 

Steel table in between the two. It is occupied by things. On the left we can see a small black book   

 

Lying close on it. On the right of the table some files and a black telephone is visible. In the middle  

  

We can notice a holder, pens,and a piece of sheet right in front of the person on the chair.In the  

 

Background the picture shows a shelf with three drawers and a globe on its top. Beside the shelf  

 

On the right side there is a picture of mountain with white background which is hanging on the  

 

Wall. The rest of the wall is clear. 

 

The person on the chair, who must be the  other persons. Boss, is wearing a white coat he is young 

 

Having black straight hair. But no beard and moustache. He is holding his right hand in the air to  

 

Tell something to the other. The person on the chair, the other person,boss, who is wearing a white  
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Shirt, black trousers, and holding  some files having black hair. Must be his servent. He is  

 

listening attentively to him looking downward . it is clear from the picture that the servent is  

 

respecting his boss. As he is standing in a respectfull manner. He might by going to some where  

 

after the orders of his boss. There must be someone else in the room with them who have taken the 

 

picture may be the photographer or someone else. All thought we do not know when and where  

 

the picture is taken yet it represents everything very clearly  and tell us about the relation of the 

 

two people as well. 

 

I would suggest the title of “The Talking Picture” because the picture itself is a narrator it tells us  

 

Everything which we can see in it.  

  

 

 

 


